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ap Computer Control o
C,4 Slide Projector
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C:3 Philip G. Barker
ILLO Department of Computer Scierice, Teesside Polytechnic,

County,Cleveland, United Kingdom

The role of slide images as a means of implementing gylphic,
communication is summarised. A technique for the.rnicr,ocom-
p.itercontrol of a random'access slide projector is then outlined.
Thetiesign arikl implementation of a general purpose' interface
thapeilitates this operation is described. The limitations of the
interface are sated and suggestions for improvements are
discussed. SorT a examples of the use of the syStem iroeveral

4 ;poicatioef areas are, then presented. "

'Keywords: Graphic display, automatic control, slide projector,
random access, image projection, interface,computer control,
slide images.

1. Introdution

Information may take a variety of different' forms:
.4.

numerw, textual and pictorial are three common
examples. Techniques for numeric infbrmation
processing via computers are now well established.
Consequently, owit the' ast decade, much em-
phasis has been given to the problem of handling
textual material. Advances in th4sower o both
microcomputers ,and dap storage devices have
been combined to produce a multitud of
document, text and word processing systems. Like
numeric computatiOn itext handling is now
standard facility on most micros.

!Presently, there is considerable aVvity in a third
atea of information processing - gripics. Graphic
information may take many different forms.
Broadlyi these fall into two fundamental cate-
gories based upon the use of either static or
animated images; Both forms may originate from
two possible sources. These may either be
gengrated by a computer program or be captured
by some form of camera. ,Images of either sort may
be stored on an appropriate storage medium.
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a Random Access

Later, they may be retrieved for display via a suit-
able presentation system. Currently, tihere is much
interest in computer systems thair are able to
process pictorial information either internally(as
in robot vision systems) or externally (as in image
retrieval applications). '

Graphic images may stored externally on
many different kinds of torage device - for
example slides, cinefilm, deotape and optical
disk. The first of these offers an easy, inexpensive
way of storing static graphical images. The latter
three media provide increasingly sophisticated
image storage techniques that offer the possibility
of haridling both static and dynamically changing
scenes. Combined with appropriate computer tech-
nology these external image storage devices have a
variety of uses. Undoubtedly, slide projection
equipment is the least costly and probably the most
readily available. This paper describes the use of a
Microcomputer for controlling the display of
images retrieved from one or more random access
slide projectors.

2. Use of Slide Projectors

Pictorial communication through the mediuin of
slides is a powerful means. of disseminating infor-
mation. Because -of the large amount of highly
resolved detail that can be conntined in a picture,
this type of message channel has a high bandwidth
for information transfer. For this reason slides are
often used to supplement lectures on scientific and
technical topics. Other information dissemination
activities such as compqter aided learning and
computer based aiding systems, also frequently
employ slide presentation techniques in order to
supplement material presented via a VDU screen.
In addition, slides are oftenlidely used for-adver-
isirig and sales pro ion especially where ado-
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Fig. 1. Computer Controlled Slide Projection.

mated display, systems can be , set up and lc
running without the need for a human operator.

Computer based training ind aiding systems
that involve the use of slide images will require a
facility that, enables, the interconnection of their
embedded microcomputer to the external picture

\projection equipment. in order to achieve this,
some form of hardware/software interface is

Usually required - as depicted in Fig. 1. Microcom-
puter peripherals are normally inter-linked by

means of one or more of the internationally
accepted interfacing standards: RS-232-C, IEEE-

CAMAC, S-100 and so on. Unfortunately,
there are no commonly agreed upOn standards for
the terfacing of 'peripherals such as slide pro-
je ors, video-tapes or video -disk systems. In view

of this, arbitrary non-standard interfaSes often
have to be used'. The basic function of the interface
is to convert control signals produced by the com-
puter into a form that are acceptable to and which
can be handled by the slide projector. The detailed
design of the interface will obviously depend upon
the 'nature of bbth the microsystem and the slide

projector(s) to/which it is to be interfaCed.
Many different types of projector are available

[1]. Some, operate in a strictly sequential fashion
while others. operate in both sequential and ran-
d.= access modes. A sequential iojector permits
only serial access to images. Thus in a sequence of
slides numbered 1 through 80, im ge 64 cannot be

.---accessed until after image 63 has been presented.
In a random access projector however, this

101113)11311,130 NOLLVINI:JOANI
990kin0S31-1-1VN0111/0603 3H101

. restriction does not hold - slides can e accessed in .

any order. The Kodak Carousel S7R 2000 projec-
tor [2] is a typical example of such a device having
a. capacity for 80 slides with .an access time of
between 1.5 and 5 s depending upon the position of
the storage carousel when a request is made.

3. The Microcomputer Interface-

When used manually the projector-may be driven
by either a keyboard controller (based upon the use
of a simple decimal numeric lkypad) or a rotary
control unit (that incorporates two thumb wheel
switches). Both of these permit the user to enter a
two digit code N (0 5. N < 80) that specifies which
of the 80 slides in the storage carousel is to be
selected next. The value zero causes the slide

;mtgazine to rotate to the start position for un-
loading or initialisation of a retrieval sequence.
Within the allowed range of integers there are no
restristions on the choice of N. Thus, thesequence
(4, 0, 42) would cause slide 26 to be projected
followed by slide 7 and then slide 42. The purpose
of the computer interface is to enable the com-
puter, under prograth control, to determine the
sequence in .which slideS are to be presented. In

order to perform its function the interface
emulates the characteristics of the keyboard selec-
tors mentioned above. Thus, in response to the
control signals passed to it via the otitpUt port con-
nections oT a microcomputer the interface must
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'LOgically, the two manual slide s (key-
.

pad and rotary switch) perform the s'atit unction
as would be performed by two lOvay. switches
connected in such a way as to enable;te generation
of a two digit decimal number. One 4the switches
would be used for the selection o s-digit (in
the range 0 through 8) while the ber would
specify the corresponding units-digit (in the range
0 through 9). Such' an arrangement of switches is

' illustrated schematically in the diagram presented
in Fig. 2. This shows the switch settings that would
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be required for the selection of slide number 57 -
as is indicated by the multi-segment LED displays
located at the top right-hand corner-of the selector
device. Internally, the switches are connected by a
suitable bus system that terminates externally in a
30-way surface mounted interface port: There is a
matching port mounted on the random access slide
projector. The two are interconnected by means of
a 30-way interface cable. The 'pins on the 30-way
plugs, \and the corresponding socket locations are
configured in the form of a 10 x 3 matrix. Each
matrix position is labelled with a code consisting of

digit (in the range 0 through 9) that represents its
row position and an alphabetic character (a,.b or c)
that specifies its columns position within the
matrix, The code enables interface connections to
be uniuelj, specified and identified.

When a slide is selected by'mearis of the selector,-

Selector

30-Way
Ihterface ports

slide rnligsrbie

57

bulb
lens sYStrl

°Z:0:0 ---- -----------

' Projector
slicla 57

30-way interface cable

Connections for switches other than 50 and 7 have been omitted for clarity

SWITCH, 50, s connection for switch 50*(9b)
(in tens select) )3, common .(7a)

SWITCH 7

(in, units select)
s connection for switch 7 (2b)

common (1c)

.

Fig. 2. Function of a Manual Slide Selectpr.
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the internal mechanisms that are initiated may be
likened to the closing of two separate switches as
shown in the lower part o .g. 2. The switch con-
pections are labelled in ac dance with their cor-
rect interfacedesignations Thus, selection of slide,

.57 corresponds to .making connections between
points 9b and 7a for the tens digit and points 2b

..and lc for the units digit. Once the connections are
made an electronic balancing cirCuit within the

. projector causes smooth automaticrotation of the
slide.caroasel until the segment holding slide 57 is
positioned above the entry port of the projection
mechanism. Rotation then stops, the slide is

inserted (gravity feed) and the image projected.
The action of the selector switches illustrated in

Fig. 2 can easily be reproduced by appropriately,
designed switching arrays. This is the basic
principle underlying the design of the computer
interface which uses two arrays of electronic reed
relays each controlled 1?y signals froth the com-
puter system.

In order to emulate the action of the keypad (or
thumb.wheel).selector the 8-bit .parallel input to
the interface (output from the computer) is treated
as twk 4-bit binary coded decithal (BCD) numbers.
The interface is designed in such a way that the
leftmost four bits represent the ten's digitcifthe
slide number while the rightmost 4 bits represent
the units digit. Each of these groups of fou binary
coded digits is fed to a SN74145N 13CD to d imal

Computer connections

0 0 O O 0 0 O 0

t

BCD to DocIrnal
Converter

SN74145N
(TENS)

a

1

BCD 04C4M11

Convitrtor
S A

(UNITS)

Multiswitch 2

(9 reed relays)

Multiswitc-h I

(10 reed relays)

36
3C

26 In
2C C
It, 0
6c
56 d

46 C
4 c 0

,-*

I-
66

7c V
9C y

09: *L7:
0. a
66
6c
76

fit IC

Fig. 3. Design of the Interface.
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converter chip [4]. The -output pins from each of
these were connected to a multiway switch con -
sisting'of nine (or ten) Dual In Line reed relays [5].
These 'interconnections -are shown in Fig. 3. The
labelled wires eiYtering the multiway switches frcni
the right correspond' to the connection points
between the interface a n,c1 4he slideprojector. In
Order fe avoid confusion the llabelling convention
Used corresponds exactly with thatiused .in the
manufacturer's circuit diagrams Ails has been
described. previously. d, °

Connections to thf microcomputer are shown ar'
the top of the diagrain. Because the interface was
deVeloped.in conjunction with aCo modore PET
system the'labelling.'convention (us of the letters
H, J, K, L, C, D, El' F) corresponds ith that-used .

to represent.the eight user-progra 'able pins
'associatid with the User-port 'athe PE ..Each of
these pin may be set,under tircl!ram control, for,
output (o of inTormation uOng a suitable
BASICIanguage ?initialisation instrtioir,(of fhe
form POKE 59459, X where 0 5 X 255): A va e

of X 0 sets all 'pins for input and a value X.= 255
sets them up ready for outptit Of information.

',Individual settings'of pins (0 or 1 binary corres-
ponding to signal levels pf 0 and 5 volts, .respec-.

.tively) may. be effected,by the BASIC statement ,
POKE 59471, where 0 5_ X 255. A value of
X.= 0 sets all 8 pins to 0 volts AvIiile a value of
X ='255 sets all pins to 5 volts. The voltage settings
on the mlcroc puter output port pins are fp:1 to:
the interface ere they activate the multiway
switches tht were described above.

The .construction of both of the multiway,
switches is identical. They each consist of an
appropriate number of feplications of the basic .

. switching.Circuit (shown bounded by , clotted lines)
illustrated in Fig. 4. The BCD, patterinputt o the
SNt,4145 chip determines whickof its clutrilt pins

activated. The output voltagbs from ,sthe

SN74145 are`fed to a series orSN7404 hex inv'eter
chips which perform signal inversion. The output
from the inverter gate is passed ,to the bast of a
2N3053 NPN transistor where it is weed to turn on

1.;

.4v
fcci

tt

. SN74145N-
N,

r

t
, .

Annnnrin-
740.4

47K

u uuU

Repeat unit

nnnnn

RS349.348
VALLI

"EN 1N914

2N3053

1

J

/..b
7a

Fig. 4. Switching Element Circuit Details.
4

Switch)* operate synchronously. td. emulate the
effect of the manual selector system.

Software control of the interface :is a simple
task. Any program that wishes to use it simply

`generates a bit pattern (8 bits.) to represent two 4-
bit'BCD numbers that together reprdsent a number,
in the' range 0 through 80. This bit pattern is then.
passed across to the interface via appropriate 8-
way cabling connections. Table 1 Shows a control
program that has Been written in BA IC for the
Commodore PET microcomputer. tatement 10
sets the data direction register of t e PET user-

.

Table 1
Interface control program written in BASIC

5 PROGRAM TO CONTROL RA'SLIDE PROJECTOR

10 POKE 59459,255: REM SET DATA DIRECTION REGISTER

20 INPUT ':@£EtEtErBENTER SL(bE NUMBER"; NS
30 IF NS > 80 THEN 90
40" IF NS < 0' THEN.90
50 K = (INTINS/10)1.0) + NS INTINS/10110
60 POKE 59471,K .: Apo ACTIVATE PROJECTOR
70 GOTO 20 ,
90 PRINT "INVALID SLIDE NWBER"

(or off) tiae...collector to emitter current. , The . 100 PRINT "TRY AGAIN" ,

transistor switch is used to control 'a reed relay. 105 K2 = TI ,

attached to its collector input pin. Pairs of relays
106 IF TI < K2 + 120 THEN 106
140 GOTO 20

one in the tens multis*itch and one in the units
I

o ,

P
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i , .

port - all pins set dor' output. 'User input to the 4.- LimItations of the Interface
program via the keyboard is initiated by Iirce.20.
Validation of input; responses from the user takes.
Place in, lints 30 'arid 40 with appropriate ,cliagnos::
tics generated by statements 90 through NO6 if re-
quiried. Provided Valid slide number is selected,

.50 com uses the' required bit pattern to
cohtsol the projector. This passed across to the
interface, via statement 60:The program then loops'
back in order tolservice a Furtlitr request from Lhe
user. Program/ termination can achieved

bp. through an ppropfiate interru t sequence
generated 6y t e RUN STOP key on thecomputer
typewriter keyboard. Notice that in statement 20
use is made 4special cursor control characters to
produce dyntnic graphic 'effects (in copjuriction

.fwith the- timing loop 4t statement 106) on the pm.-
.puter . screen. These special cursor,,4conttIol
characters are denoted in the, INPUT stateinent by

(clear the screeny, £ (home the cursor) and &
(cursor dawn one line). .

The interface components fit conveniently into a
box measuring 5.1 x 8.4x 3.3. (all dimensions in
inches) fitted with 25-way (to the .computer) and
37-way (to the projector) connectors. Power to
drive the interface (a 5 volt supply) is taken from
the micrcic.omputef ',circuitry for convenience
although an independent supply.could be used if
necessary. Several applications for.the interface ,
have been found. Some of these are described in
Section 5 Of thepaper.

a

,

The design and construction of, computer inter.-
faces for random(acce5s Projectors can be a dif-
ficult problem since they can place considerilile
demand_pn the port, of the host microcom-
puter. Thus, in the exastiple described in the
previous section' each SN74145 IC has four input
lines. Together, they require the use of all eight
I/d lines of the microcomputer output port (a
e8T 6522 VIA). Tes is a zevere limitation if other
devices also need to use this for I/O.

Should the need arise; to controls significant
n ber of random access projectors then another
limits ion of the interface becomes apparent. For
multiple projector control an appropriate acicfcs,
sing scheme would need to be introduCed,' The
compUter output port cannot be used because this
is dedicated to the transfer ii;if switch selection data.
The microcomputer address bus, however, can be
used to: provide one solution to this problem. By
equipping each projector with an address decoder/.
latch enable circuit it becomes possible to memory
map the projectors onto the address space of the
computer. The microcomputer output port could
ten be usecras a common external data bus from
Which slide selection data isItrobed by the projec-
tor whose identification is sent over the address
bus. Alternatively, the microcomputer's internal
bidirectional data bus could be used to transmit the
slide selection data. Such .an arrangement is illus-,

HOST
MICROCOMPUTER

SYSTEM

-1.
DATA .BUS

DATA L ATCH

PROJEC TOR I

ADDRESS DECODE

and

LATCH ENABLE

DATA LATCH

PROJECTOR 2

ADDRESS DECODE

and

LATCH ENABLE

DATA L ATCH

PROJECTOR N,

ADDRESS DECODE

On d

LATCH ENABLE

ADDRESS BUS

Fig. 5. Memory,Mapped Random Access Slide Projectors.
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trated schematically in Fig. 5. When using' this
approach to projector control, the BASIC state-
ment POKE X, Y could be used to request that
slide Y be displayed on the projector whose
address is X. Memory mapping of projectors onto
unused ROM addresses could this be used to pro-
vide sufficient expansion capability to support any
reasonable nufnber of slide projectors.

5. Applications of the Interface

Many situations arise wherein 'it isnecessary to
gain random access to graphi*c data or visual
images.. For example, in many areas_ of experi-
mental psychology subjects are confronted with
randomly selected pictorial data and their respon-
ses then recorded. Similarly, in applications of,
computer assisted instruction (CAI) a student or
trainee is presenteUith a visual image selected
from a data bank 16f and is then asked to respond
in some way. Based upon the results obtained by
analysing the student's response, further images
are then selected for presentation. Multi-media
information retrieval and automated display
systems are two further examples_of situations that
require random access'to images. Some of these
applications are discussed in more detail below.

5.1. Multi-Media CAI Systems

Suppose someone is to be trained in the use of
microelectronics. Typically, under computer con-
trol a slide projector might be used to show the
trainee some slides containing pictures of elec-
tronic components and circuit diagrams in which
these areused. Subsequently, the computer would
attempt to assess the trainee's understanding of the
material by requesting the answer to a multiple
choice question that it'displays on its VDU screen.
Assume that this has six dingle valued response
options - say A, B, C, D, E and F. Once the
student has responded to the question the com-
puter may be required to execute the following
type of decision logic:

If reply is A then show slide N;
If reply is E or C or B then show slide K;

If reply is D or F then show slide. P;
If HELP requested then go to, HELPER;
Go to INVALID-REPLY routine.

267
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Obviouily, to implement this kind of image
presentation strategy in an effective way a random
access slide projector is a necessary pre-requisite.

A multi-media CAI system has been designed
and constructed. A description of this system has
been given elsewhere [6,7]. Instructional material
is presented to students via three interaction chan-
nels -,graphic images displayed on a slide projed-
tor, audio material presented on a tape recorder
and textual messages displayed on the CRT screen
of a microcomputer. These three main channels
are supported by auxiliary ones based upon the use
of conventional resources a guidebook, printed
notes, circuit diagrams, patch boards and so on.

In order to evaluate the capability of the system
as a teaching aid at least two performance metrics
need to be estimated. In [7], acceptability and
effectiveness were choosen as the two important
criteria. Acceptability refers( to a host of different
ergonomic, pedagogic and procedural fattors that
need to be analysed in conjuriction with those who
use the system - both authors (that is teachers and
instructors who prepare the instructional material)
and learners (students and trainees who use the
stored teaching material). The effectiveness metric
is used to describe the utility of the system as a
learning medium in relation to cost, time and
effort. The important consideration here is

whether the system imparts knowledge to the user.
In other words, is thestudent more knowledgeable
as a result of interaction with the teaching system?
As pre-testing and post-testing are commonly used
techniques for evaluating instructional schema and
pedagogical strategies it was felt important to
apply these method's to the evaluation of the multi-
media instructional syStem outlined above. Further
details on acceptability assessment of the'system
have been described by Yeates [7]. The remaining
part of this case study briefly describes thelnethod
of using the random access slide projector and
microcomputer to implement the pre-test and post-
test used to assess the effectiveness of the CAI
system.

The multi-media CAI machine used for instruc-
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tion is equipped with a set of courseware units per-
taining to some Universe of Discourse (UoD) that
is to be presented to the student or trainee. Prior to
any interaction with the teaching- system the
student is subject to a pre-test that is designed to
assess his/her initial knowledge of the UoD. After

'interaction with the CAI system the student is
asked to participate in a post -test in order to deter-
mine if his/her knowledge of the UoD has signifi-
cantly increased. The experiments were conducted
in the following way. A carousel of 80 slides was
prepared. Each of the slides' was related to the
material contained in the courseware residEr4t.r. in
the CAl machine. Appropriate human-mac ne
dialogue programs were written to support these
slides. A student could thus Ve shown a picture (in
the form of a slide) and then asked a question(s) on
the contents of the picture (via the CRT screen of
the computer). The student is able to respond to
the multiple choice question by means of conven-
tional keyboard interaction, a light pen or & pres-
sure sensitive keypad system 18]. All the CRT
screen frames for the computer testing and the
student response data are stored in a suitably
designed data base system implemented on a
flexible disk store facility.

The procedural strategy for the testing opera-
tions was as follows. A student would register at,
the computer keyboard and then be presented with
a randomly selected sequence of 20 pictures and
accompanying questions. The student's responses
to the questions are recorded in the data base
system. On completion of the pre-test the student
proceeds to the CAl system where instruction takes
place. Subsequently, the student sitsArpost-test ina
similar manner to that described for the pre-test
phase,of the' experiments. Having completed thisl
the results of each test are statistically compared in
order to see if there is any significant increase in
performance.

5.2. Implementing Automatic Slide Display Sys-
!terns

An automatic slide display system is one which
'permits any given sequence of slides (SI, S2, S3 )

to be presented repetitively (say, N ,times). The
system is described as automatic since once it has

been programmed and activated there is no further
need for any human intervention. During the
presentation slides in the sequence may eabh be
projected for a fixed length of time. Alternatively,
the times for which particular slides are displayed
may be individually specified..

TOle 2 shows a BASIC control program that
enables this type of automated display system to be
set up. It runs on a CorriMo.dore PET microcom-
puter. When it is invoked the program requests its
user to enter the number of repeats (RI), the num-
ber of images (SI) to be shown and the default dis-
play duraiien (DI). Once this data has been
entefed the user can specify the or=der in which
slides are to be presented and-the duration for
which each is.to be shown - if this does not corres-
pond to the qfault value. This system (Corn -

modore PENK1 Kodak S-RA2000 projector) has
been used for a variety of automated demonstra-
tions and advertising applications.

17 ;)3e 2

Program for Automatic slide projection

100 DIM T(80), S(80)
110 POKE 59459,255
120 PRINT "E IAUTOMATED SLIDE PROJECTION"
130 PRINT '
140 INPUT "11HOW MANY REPEATS"; R1
150 INPUT "111-10W MANY IMAGES"; S1
160 INPUT "1DEFAULT DURATION"; D1
170 FOR 1=1 TO 80 : TII) = D1 : NEXT 1
180 PRINT "lo0 YOU WISH TO SPECIFY THE ORDER"
190 PRINT "IN WHICH SLIDES ARE PRESENTED?"
200 PRINT ''1--.----*ANSWER Y OR N"
210 GET AS : IF AS = " " THEN 210
220 IF A$ ="Y" OR AS = "N" THEN 240
230 GOTO 210
240 IF AS = "Y" THEN GOTO 270
250 FOR 1 = 1 TO S1 : S(1) =I : NEXT 1
260 GOTO 350
270 PRINT "11ENTER'THE SLIDE NUMBERS IN THE"
280 PRINT "SEQUENCE YOU WISH THEM TO BE DIS-

PLAYED"
290 FOR I = 1 TO S1
300 PRINT "1---.-.1MAGE"; I; "T"
310 INPUT " -.WILL BE SLIDE"; S(I)
320 POKE 33637,32: POKE 33638,32
330 PRINT "T";

NEXT I

350 "OlAUTOMATED SLIDE PROJECTION"
360 PRINT '
370 PRINT kl--..1-10W MANY SLIDES D0 NOT HAVE THE"

34:0

9,
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INPUT " --iTEFAULT DISP 'I' TIME"; N
IF N = 0 THEN GOTO 500
PRINT "1 ENTER THE DET ILS BELOW:"
PRINT "11"
FOR I = 1 TO N
INPUT "-.-.-.4-.41MAGE NUMBER:"; K1
INPUT ';-- DISPLAY TIME:"; K2 .

T(K11= K2 ....

POKE 33230,32 : POKE 33231,32.,

POKE 33270,32: POKE 33271,32: POKE 33272,32
PRINT "TT";
NEXT I

REM NOW CONVERT ilMES TO JIFFIES
REM AND CHECK FOR INVALID SLIDE NUMBERS
FOR I = 1 TO 51
T(I) = T(1160
IF SW< 0 OR S(1) > 80 THEN 760
NEXT I
REM NOW COMN1ENCE OPERATION
PRINT "ElEXECUTION BEGINS"
FOR I = 1 TO R1
FOR J = 1 TO S1
GOSUB 670: REM GET PICTURE
GOSUB 720: REM INVOKE TIMER
NEN: J
NEXT I
NS = 0: GOSUB 690
PRINT "011EXECUtION TERMINATED"
STOP
REM RETRI VE SLIDE
NS = S(J)
P = INT(NS/10) 6 -
POKE 59471,P
RETURN

REM TIMER ROUTINE
K = TI
IF TI < K + T(J) THEN 740
RETURN

REM ERROR REPORT AND ABORT
PRINT "E 11 1*INVALID SLIDE NUMBER SPECIFIED"
PRINT "EXECUTION NOT,POSSIBLE"
PRINT ":RUN ABORTED"
STOP

INT(NS/10) 10

t
'words' or 'numbers'. tlowever, if the user pre- .

sented with a sequence of pictures that describe the
UoD covered by the data base being interrogated,
then it is possible (through an appropriate refine-
ment dialogue) to retrieve'the sought after infOr,
..rnation by means of simple menu selection techni-
ques using a light pen, keyboard device or hand
print terminal [9]. Graphic interfaces to informal-.

4--:' ti n systems have been described by Senko [10].
tonebraker, [111 and others [12, 13]. Unfor-

tunately, each of these implementations requires
the use of expensive interactive' graphics equip-
ment. The microcomputer/slide projectoer techni-
que, in contrast, offers a less expensive alternative
that is useful in many situations that clo not require '
full interactive grahics capability or sophisticated
ani ation technique's. The remaining pari,., of this
pap describes the principle undeitlying'graphic

t.
interfaces and how they.-may beimplementeriMa
multi-media- human-machine interaction techni-
qu ,

es.
The structured eb-down'<analytic decomposi-

tion of an entity into its component parts is an
often used technique sometimes referred to in
dynamic situations as 'homing in'. It is a well
established method, ,of tiroceeding in gradual steps

magni-
fied view of a sp cifico part of that object. For
from a general vie a object to n.highly magni-

example, in an anatomy lecture the student might
be presented with a slide showing a general vieW.of
tlite human body followed by a close-up of the
head. This, in turn; may be followed by a slide
showing a section of the human eye and then
another depicting the detail of the optic nerve.
Thus, in a series of four slides the student is taken
from a very general view of the human anatomy to
a highly specific view of one of its sub-com-
ponents. This principle and methodology can be
used to significant advantage in the design of pic-
torial interfaces for information retrieval in a wide
variety of contexts including, computer assisted
instruction. The principle is illustrated con-
ceptually in Fig. 6.

This diagram shows several stepwise refinement
stages in an information retrieval dialogue. The
rectangle on the left, of each et of diagrams
represents the screen used for t presentation of
images produced by the slide p ojector while that

5.2. Implementing Graphic Interfaces to In orma-
lion Systems

Another area in which the random access slide pro
jector has been utilised is in the design and imple-

-

mentation of pictorial interfaces to information
retrieval systenis. Very often, when n laser of a
computer system `wishies to retrieve information
from a data base he/she often knows what is
wanted but is unable to express this requirement in

10
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Projector Screen

A

C

E

Select component F

V
F1

P7

F6

Selec component F4

V
F41

<
F42

F.6
1 Fla. R.3

F5

Select component F43

Vetc.

SeieCt next P.CtUre
0 Ft
0 F2
0 73
0 F4
o F.5
.0 F6
0 Fl

Select next :Ictune
." 0 F41

0 F42
0 F43.
0 F44
0 P4t
0 .746

Vetc.

Fig. 6. Multi-Channel StepvyiseaRefinement.

START

a

Fl F3 F5 F6 F7

F41 F42 F44 F45 F46

F431 F432 F433 t . F434 F435

Fig.'7..Hierarchical Access Path.

according to the method described, in Section 4.
An,apptication of the principles outlined above

has been described by Towne [14], This system
on the right depicts the co ?responding appearance
of the text displayed on the CRT screen of the
computer terminal or micro-computer. The top-
most level represents the overall scope of the inter-
face (or data base contents) in terms of the sub-
pictures (or scenes) A through G. e ec n of one
of these sib- pictures (concept refinement m y be
made either,via light pen interaction with the om-
puter screen or by means of some form of. key d
or hand print terminal. The diagram shows selec-
tion of sub-picture F. A more detailed view of this
component is now presented in terms of its sub-
components (F1 through F7). Further idteraction
and selection may then take place until the
required information br-ing nodes of, the hier-,
archical access path are encountered. These are
shown as rectangles in the tree structure diagram
presented in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, the storage .

'capability of the slide projector' used in thiS
example seriouSly lint' ts the, complexity of the
access tree (breadth 41 depth)since only.80 nodes
are available. 1-lowe e this restiction could easily
be *loved by employing extra projectors

(called AIDE - Automated Instruction. Direction
and Exercise) has been used for training radar
technicians. It depends upon random access to 125
images that are stored on 35 mm slides. The data.
base thus contains only enough slides to enable the Sh
system to be tested and evalua . A more realistic
data base is likely to contai r out 1000 images of
wily varying degrees of detail. Futuresdevelop-

ents of this system are directed towards in-
creasing the capacity of the data base'and adding a
Colour microfiche capability to enable more com-.

pact image storage. Similar milti,media informa-
tion retrieval systems based upon the use of slides, s

icrofiche and stored video images have been des-
ribed by Stabletron [5].

y

6. Conclpsion

A
A simple interface to enable the interconnection of
a random access slide projector and microcompu-
ter has been described. The use of the system to
support milti-channel human - computer communi-

.

11
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-

cation has been outlined in the context of some
examples chosen from computer assisted instruc2

"tiOn,..autornited dispI# systems and infohnation
retrieval applications.

The iutface is easy toNuse, inexpensive to-con-
.stiuti and reliable. ItS major limitation lies in the

414ct that it requiifes the availability of 8 1 /0. port
lines to control it. Thi,s disadvantage could easily
be eovercorrie by using memory, mapping techni-r
qfies. I4o substantial modifications to fhe"*iver f ace
would be required f thisitapprecli Was adop

.
r r

)
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1' 1140
The role of slide images as a means of implementing gylphic,
communication is summarised. A technique for theynicr,ocom-
ptitercontrol of a random'access slide projector is then outlined.
Thetiesign arikl implementation of a general purpose' interface
thOtilitates this operation is described. The limitations of the
Interface are mated and suggestions for imProvernents are

-.discussed. Sorry examples of the use of the syStem iroeveral
4 ;poicatioef areas are, then presented.

'Keywords: Graphic display, automatic control, slide projector,
random access, image projection, interface, computer control,
slide images.

1. Introdution

Information may take a variety of different' forms:
.4.

numerw, textual and pictorial are three common
examples. Techniques for numeric infbrmation
processing via computers are now well established.
Consequently, oval- the' ast decade, much em-
phasis has been given to the problem of handling
textual material. Advances in th4sower o both
microcomputers ,and dap storage devices have
been combined to produce a multitud of
document, text and word processing systems. Like
numeric computatiOn itext handling is now
standard facility on most micros.

Presently, there is considerable aVvity in a third
atea of information processing - gripics. Graphic
information may take many different forms.
Broadlyi these fall into two fundamental cate-
gories based upon the use of either static or
animated images; Both forms may originate from
two possible sources. These may either be
gengrated by a computer program or be captured
by some form of camera. ,Images of either sort may
be stored on an appropriate storage medium.

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION
CENTER lERICI

.41 This document, has been reproduced as
received from the person or organization
originating it.
Minor changes have been 'made to improve
reproduction quality.

Points 01 view or opinions staled in this docu
mont do not rAssarily represent official NIE
position or policy,
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a Random Access

Later, they may be retrieved for display via a suit-
able presentation system. Currently, tihere is much
interest in computer systems thair are able to
process pictorial information either internally'(as
in robot vision systems) or externally (as in image
retrieval applications).

Graphic images may stored externally on
many different kinds of torage device - for
example slides, cinefilm, deotape and optical
disk. The first of these offers an easy, inexpensive
way of storing static graphical images. The latter
three media provide increasingly sophisticated
image storage techniques that offer the possibility
of haridling both static and dynamically changing
scenes. Combined with appropriate computer tech-
nology these external image storage devices have a
variety of uses. Undoubtedly, slide projection
equipment is the least costly and probably the most
readily available. This paper describes the use of a
Microcomputer for controlling the display of
images retrieved from one or more random access
slide projectors.

2. Use of Slide Projectors

Pictorial communication through the mediuM of
slides is a powerful means. of disseminating infor-
mation. Because -of the large amount of highly
resolved detail that can be contItined in a picturg,
this type of message channel,has a high bandwidth
for information transfer. For this reason slides are
often used to supplement lectures on scientific and
technical topics. Other information dissemination
activities such as compqter aided learning and
computer based aiding systems, also frequently
employ slide presentation techniques in order to
supplement material presented via a VDU screen.
In addition, slides are oftenlidely used for- adver-
isirig and sales prAfion - especially where auto-

_
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USER

SONIC or TACTILE
INFORMATION REQUEST

ICR COMPUTER
. S TEM

A..
r

CONTROL SIGNAL
COMPUTER
INTERFACE

DISPLAY DEVICE
le g PROJECTOR SCREENI

CONTROL

SIGN

MAGe PROJECTION.

SLIDE MAGAZINE

10111111111111

PROJEC T ION

EQUIPMENT

Fig. 1. Computer Controlled Slide Projection.

mated display, systems can be , set up and lam[
running without the need for a human operator.

Computer based training ind aiding systems
.that involve the use of slide images will require a
facility that, enables the interconnection of their
embedded microcomputer to the external picture
projection equipment. in order to achieve .this,
some form of hardware/software interface is

Usually required - as depicted in Fig. 1. Microcom-
puter peripherals are normally inter-linked by
means of one or more of the internationally
accepted intsrfacing.standards: RS-232-C, IEEE-

CAMAC, S -100 and so on. Unfortunately,
there are no commonly agreed upOn standards for

the yterfacing of 'peripherals such as slide pro-
je ors, video-tapes or video -disk systems. In view

of this, arbitrary non-standard interfaSes often
have to be used. The basic function of the interface
is to convert control signals produced by the com-
puter into a form that are acceptable to and which
can be handled by the slide projector. The detailed
design of the interface will obviously depend upon
the nature of bbth the microsystem and the slide

projector(s) to/which it is to be interfaCed.
Many different types of projector are available

[1). Some, operate in a strictly sequential fashion
while others. operate in both sequential and ran-
d.= access modes. A sequential projector permits
only serial access to images. Thus
slides numbered 1 through 80, im

.---accessed until after image 63 has
In a random access projector

IOU-13)1:131143Q NOIDIVIHOANI

1901010531-11VN011V0603 3H1 01

in a sequence of
ge 64 cannot be
been presented.

however, this

. restriction does not hold - slides can e accessed in .
any order. The Kodak Carousel S712 2000 projec-
tor [2] is a typical example of such a device having
a capacity for 80 slides with an access time of
between 1.5 and 5 s depending upon the position of
the storage carousel when a request is made.

3. The Microcomputer Interface-

When used manually the projector-may be driven
by either a keyboard controllecr (based upon the use
of a simple decimal numeric keypad) or a rotary
control unit (that incorporates two thumb wheel
switches). Both of these permit the user to enter a
two digit code N (0 N < 80) that specifies which
of the 80 slides in the storage carousel is to be
selected next. The value zero causes the slide

;magazine to rotate to the start position for un-
loading or initialisation of a retrieval sequence.
Within the allowed range of integers there are no
restristions on the choice of N. Thus, the.sequence
(4, 0, 42) would cause slide 26 to be projected
followed by slide 7 and then slide 42. The purpose
of the computer interface is to enable the com-
puter, under prograth control, to determine the
sequence in which slides are to be presented. In

order to perform its function the interface
emulates the characteristics of the keyboard selec-
tors mentioned above. Thus, in response to the
control signals passed to it via the odtpUt port con-
nections oT a microcomputer the interface must



generate switching connect
produced by the keyboar
work that is described he
desktop computer [3] was.
face. However, any other'
compatible 8 bit output. or
driving the interface.

.Controlzol a Random Access Slide Projector

to those
all of the
dote PET
the inter-

a v lig a
able of

'Lo-gically, the two manual slide s (key-
pad and rotary switch) perform the s'atit unction
as would be performed by two lOvay. switches
connected in such a way as to enable;te generation
of a two digit decimal number. One 4the switches
would be used for the selection of ns-digit (in
the range 0 through 8) while the ber would
specify the corresponding units-digit (in the range
0 through 9). Such' an arrangement of switches is

' illustrated schematically in the diagram presented
in Fig. 2. This shows the switch settings that would

263.

be required for the selection of slide number 57 -
as is indicated by the multi-segment LED displays
located at the top right-hand corner-of the selector
device. Internally, the switches are connected by a
suitable bus system that terminates externally in a
30-way surface mounted interface port: There is a
matching port mounted on the random access slide
projector. The two are interconnected by means of
a 30-way interface cable. The 'pins on the 30-way
plugs, \and the corresponding socket locations are
configured in the form of a 10 x 3 matrix. Each
matrix position is labelled with a code consisting of

digit (in the range 0 through 9) that represents its
row position and an alphabetic character (a,.b or c)
that specifies its columns position within the
matrix, The code enables interface connections to
be uniuelj, specified and identified.

When a slide is selected by'mearis of the selector,-

Selector

30-Way
Ihterface ports

slide rnligsrbie

57

bulb
lens sYStr

(4:0 ---- -----------
57

Projector

30-way interface cable

Connections for switches other than 50 and 7 have been omitted for clarity

SWITCH, 50, s connection for switch 50*(9b)
(in tens select) )3, common .(7a)

SWITCH 7

(in, units select)
s connection for switch 7 (2b)

common (1c)

Fig. 2. Function of a Manual Slide Selectpr.
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the internal mechanisms that are initiated may be
likened to the closing of two separate switches as
shown in the lower part opikig. 2. The switch con-
pections are labelled in ac dance with their cor-
rect interface.designations Thus, selection of slide,
.57 corresponds to .making connections between
points 9b and 7a for the tens digit and points 2b
.And lc for the units digit. Once the connections are
made an electronic balancing cirCuit within the
projector causes smooth automaticrotation of the
slide.caroasel until the segment holding slide 57 is
positioned above the entry port of the projection
mechanism. Rotation then stops, the slide is

inserted (gravity feed) and the image projected.
The action of the selector switches illustrated in

Fig. 2 can easily be reproduced by appropriately
designed switching arrays. This is the basic
principle underlying the design of the computer
interface which uses two arrays of electronic reed
relays each controlled 1?y signals from the com-
puter system.

In order to emulate the action of the keypad (or
thumb.wheel).selector the 8-bit .parallel input to
the interface (output from the computer) is treated
as twk 4-bit binary coded decinial (BCD) numbers.
The interface is designed in such A way that the
leftmost four bits represent the ten's digitcifthe
slide numbtr, while the rightmost 4 bits represent,
the units digit. Each of these groups of fou binary
coded digits is fed to a SN74145N i3CD to d imal

Computer connections
H J
0 0 0 0

t

BCD to Doe final
Converter

SN74145N
(TENS)

a

V

1

,

BCD 04C4M11

Convitrtor
SN7f145N

(UNITS)

Multiswitch 2

(9 reed relays)

(37

Multiswitc-h I

36

26 IN
2O C
ILI 0
ec

C
C
0

I-
66

7o V
90 Ct)

O
OC Q_
66
Ete

(10 reed relays). <
46
4 C

9b

76

fit IC

7o

Fig. 3. Design of the Interface.
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converter chip [4]. The -output pins from each of
-these were connected to a multiway, switch con -
sisting'of nine (or ten) Dual In Line reed relays [5].
These ,interconnections "are shown in Fig. 3. The
labelled wires eiYtering the multiway switches frcni
the right correspond' tib, the connection points
between the interface and 4he slide.piojector. In ,

'order fa avoid confusion the llabelling convention
Used corresponds exactly with that .in the
manufacturer's circuit diagrams 7_ Atis has been
described. previously. °

Connections to rhF microcomputer are shown at-,
the top of the diagraM. Because the interface was

' deVeloped.in conjunction with a_Co modore PET
system the- labelling-'convention (us of the letters
H, J, K, L, C, D, El' F) corresponds ith that-used
to re'present.the eight user-Rrogra *able pins

'associated with the User-port :athe PE :LEach of . '
these pin may be set,under tircl!ram control, for,
output (o of in'formation uOng a suitable
BASICNanguagehnitialisation instrDttion,(of fhe
form POKE 59459, X where 0 5_ X 5 255)-. A va e

of X F- 0 Sets all pins for input and-a value X.= 255
sets them up ready for outptit Of cnformation.
Individual settings'of pins (0 or 1 binary corres-

d,: *ponding ICI signal levels pf 0 and 5 volts, -respec-
.tively) may be effected,by the BASIC statement
POKE 59471, X where- 0 5_ X _.5 255. A value of

.X = 0 sets all 8 pins to 0 volts AvIiile a value of
X ='255 sets all ins to 5 volts. The voltage settings
on the micr, o c puter output port Pins are fpd to;

_ i the interface ere they activate the multiway
. switches that were described above. ., .

..
The .construction of both of the multiway,

1
switches is identical. They each consist of an

. appropriate number of feplications of the basic .
. switching.Circuit (shown bounded by ,clotted lines)

illustrated in Fig. 4. The BCD.patterninptto the
ST9 74145 chip determines whickof its clutrilt pins

7-----\eis activated. The output voltagbs from ,sthe

SN74145 are`fed to a series orSN7404 hex inVater
chips which perform signal inversion. The output
from the inverter gate is passed ,to the bast of a.
2N3053 NPN transistor where it is 'Aid to turn on
(or off) tiae...collector to emitter current. , The
transistor switch is used to control 'a. reed relay
NiaLattached to its collector Input pin. Pairs of relays

one in tice tens multis*itch and one in the units

,5v
inputs

'1,ti1111
. SN74145N.

r
F-5v,

)1 n n n n

7404

Repeat unit

I

nnnnn

RS-349.348

Z:b
7a

t

1 s 2N3053
47K

-I
, _J__

Fig. 4. Switching Element Circuit Details.

switch): operate synchronouslj ". to': entulate 'the'
effect of the manual selector system.,

Software control of the interface:is ,a simple
task. Any program that wishes to use it simply

`generates a bit pattern (8 bits.) to represent two 4-
bitIfCD numbers that together represent a number
in the range 0 through 80. This bit pattern is then.
passed across to the interface via appropriate 8-
way cabling connections. Table 1 Shows a control
program that has been written in BA IC for the
Commodore PET microcomputer. tatement 10
sets the data direction register of t e PET user-

Table 1
Interface control program written in BASIC

5 11E PROGRAM TO CONTROL RkSLIDE PROJECTOR

10 POKE 59459,255: REM SET DATA DIRECTION REGISTER

20 INPUT ':@EEtEfElEtENTER SLIDE NUMBER"; NS
30 IF NS > 80 THEN 90
4O' IF NS < 0' THEN.90
50 K = (INTINS/10)1.0) + NS INTINS/10110
60 POKE 59471,K ; REM ACTIVATE PROJECTOR

70 GOTO 20
90 PRINT "INVALID SLIDE Ni4MBER"

100 PRINT "TRY AGAIN"
105 K2 = TI
106 IF TI <' K2 + 120 THEN 106
140 GOTO 20

1

I

ti

a.
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port - all pins set dor' output. 'User input to the
program via the keyboard is initiated by }life- 20. .

Validation of input;' responses from the user takes
place in lints 30 'amid 40 with appropriate diagnos =-
tics generated by statements 90 through lO6 if re!
quired. Provided 1 Valid slide number is selected,

1

... statOment .50 com uses the' required bit pattern to
cohtsPI the proje4or. This passed across to- the
interface, via statdment 60:The program then loops'

:, back in order tolservice a fOrtlitr request from Lie
user. Program/ termination can 't achieved'

rough .an interru t sequencethrough
generated by t e RUN STOP key on thecomputer

appropriate

. typewriter keyboard. Notice that in statement 20
use is made 4special cursor control characters to
produce dyntnic graphic 'effects (in copjurrtion

:with the timing loop 4t statewit 106) on the corn=
puter . screen. These special cursorcontilol

'characters are denoted in the INPUT stateinent by
? (clear the screerty, £ (home the cursor) and &
(cursor down one line). ,

c,

The interface components fit conveniently into a
box measuring 5.1 x 8.4x 3.3. (all dimensions in
inches) fitted with 25-way (to the ,computer) and
37-way (to the projector) connectors. Power to
drive the interface (a 5 volt sppply) is taken from'
the microcomputer 'circuitry for convenience
although an independent supply.could be used if
necessary. Several applications for,the interface
have been found. Some of these are described in
Section 5 Of thepaper.

'Random Access Slide Projector a

4: Limitations of the Interface

the design and construction of, computer inter'-
faces for random(acce5s projectors can be a dif-
ficult problem since they can place considerilile
demand_pn the port, of the host microcom-
puter. Thus, in the exahriple described' in the
previous section' each SN74145 IC has four input
lines. Together, they require the use of all eight
I/d lines of the microcomputer output port (a
e8T 6522 VIA). Tes is a zevere limitation if other
devices also need to use this for I/O.

Should the need arise; to controls significant
n ber of random access projectors then another
limits ion of the interface becomes apparent. For
multiple projector control an appropriate acIdifvs,
sing scheme would need to be introduced: The
compUter output port cannot be used because this
is dedicated to the transfer iif switch selection data.
The microcomputer address bus, however, can be
used to: provide one solution to this problem. By
equipping each projector with an address decoder/.
latch enable circuit it becomes possible to memory
map the projectors onto the address space of the
computer. The microcomputer output port could
ten be used as a common external data bus from
Which slide selection data isItrobed by the projec-
tor whose identification is sent over the address
bus. Alternatively, the microcomputer's internal
bidirectional data bus could be used to transmit the
slide selection data. Such .an arrangement is pus-,

HOST

MICROCOMPUTER

SYSTEM

-1.
DATA BUS

I.
DATA L ATCH

PROJEC TOR I

ADDRESS DECODE

and

LATCH ENABLE

DATA LATCH

V
PROJECTOR 2

ADDRESS DECODE

and

LATCH ENABLE

DATA L ATc H

PROJECTOR N,

ADDRESS DECODE

and

LATCH ENABLE

ADDRESS BUS

Fig. 5. Memory,Mapped Random Access Slide Projectors.
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trated schematically in Fig. 5. When using' this
approach to projector control, the BASIC state-
ment POKE X, Y could be used to request that
slide Y be displayed on the projector whose
address is X. Memory mapping of projectors onto
unused ROM addresses could this be used to pro-
vide sufficient expansion capability to support any
reasonable nufnber of slide projectors.

5. Applications of the Interface

Many situations arise wherein it isipecessary to
gain random access to graphib data or visual
images. For example, in many areas_ of experi-
mental psychology subjects are confronted with
randomly selected pictorial data and their respon-

--\ ses then recorded. Similarly, in applications of
computer assisted instruction (CAI) a student or
trainee is presentekMth a visual image selected
from a data bank 16f and is then asked to respond
in some way. Based upon the results obtained by
analysing the student's response, further images
are then selected for presentation. Multi-media
information retrieval and automated display
systems are two further examples_of situations that
require random access'to images. Some of these
applications are discussed in more detail below.

5.1. Multi-Media CAI Systems

Suppose someone is to be trained in the use of
microelectronics. Typically, under computer con-
trol a slide projector might be used to show the
trainee some slides containing pictures of elec-
tronic components and circuit diagrams in which
these are'used. Subsequently, the computer would
attempt to assess the trainee's understanding of the
material by requesting the answer to a multiple
choice question that it'clisplays on its VDU screen.
Assume that this has six dingle valued response
options - say A, B, C, D, E and F. Once the
student has responded to the question the com-
puter may be required to execute the following
type of decision logic:

If reply is A then show slide N;
If reply is E or C or B then show slide K;

If reply is D or F then show slide. P;
If HELP requested then go to, HELPER;
Go to INVALID-REPLY routine.

ObviouSly, to implement this kind of image
presentation strategy in an effective way a random
access slide projector is a necessary pre-requisite.

A multi-media CAI system has been designed
and constructed. A description of this system has
been given elsewhere [6,7]. Instructional material
is presented to students via three interaction chan-
nels -,graphic images displayed on a slide projeC-
tor, audio material presented on a tape recorder
and textual messages displayed on the CRT screen
of a microcomputer. These three main channels
are supported by auxiliary ones based upon the use
of conventional resources a guidebook, printed
notes, circuit diagrams, patch boards and so on.

In order to evaluate the capability of the system
as a teaching aid at least two performance metrics
need to be estimated. In [7], acceptability and
effectiveness were choosen as the two important
criteria. Acceptability refers( to a host of different
ergonomic, pedagogic and procedural fattors that
need to be analysed in conjunction with those who
use the system both authors (that is'; teachers and
instructors who prepare the instructional material)
and learners (students and trainees who use the
stored teaching material). The effectiveness metric
is used to describe the utility of the system as a
learning medium in relation to cost, time and
effort. The important consideration here is

whether the system imparts knowledge to the user.
In other words, is thestudent more knowledgeable
as a result of interaction with the teaching system?
As pre-testing and post-testing are commonly used
techniques for evaluating instructional schema and
pedagogical strategies it was felt important to
apply these method's to the evaluation of theinulti-
media instructional syStem outlined above. Further
details on acceptability assessment of the'system
have been described by Yeates [7]. The remaining
part of this case study briefly describes thelnethod
of using the random access slide projector and
microcomputer to implement the pre-test and post-
test used to assess the effectiveness of the CAI
system.

The multi-media CAI machine used for instruc-

t
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tion is equipped with a set of courseware units per-
taining to some Universe of Discourse (UoD) that
is to be presented to the student or trainee. Prior to
any interaction with the teaching- system the
student is subject to a pre-test that is designed to
assess his /her initial knowledge of the UoD. After

'interaction with the CAI system the student is
asked to participate in a post -test in order to deter-
mine if his/her knowledge of the UoD has signifi-
cantly increased. The experiments were conducted
in the following way. A carousel of 80 slides was
prepared. Each of the slides' was related to the
material contained in the courseware residEr4t.r. in
the CAl machine. Appropriate human-mac ne
dialogue programs were written to support these
slides. A student could thus Ve shown a picture (in
the form of a slide) and then askeda question(s) on
the contents of the picture (via the CRT screen of
the computer). The student is able to respond to
the multiple choiv question by means of conven-
tional keyboard interaction, a light pen or a pres-
sure sensitive keypad system 18]. All the CRT
screen frames for the computer testing and the
student response data are stored in a suitably
designed data base system implemented on a
flexible disk store facility.

The procedural strategy for the testing opera-
tions was as follows. A student would register at,
the computer keyboard and then be presented with
a randomly selected sequence of 20 pictures and
accompanying questions. The student's responses
to the questions are recorded in the data base
system. On completion of the pre-test the student
proceeds to the CAl system where instruction takes
place. Subsequently, the student sits-e ost-test in a
similar manner to that described for the pre-test
phase,of the' experiments. Having completed thisl
the results of each test are statistically compared in
order to see if there is any significant increase in
performance.

P. G. Barker / Computer Control of a Random Access Slide Projector

5.2. Implementing Automatic Slide Display Sys-
!tems

An automatic slide display system is one which
'permits any given sequence of slides (SI, S2, S3

to be presented repetitively (say, N ,times). The
system is described as automatic since once it has

been programmed and activated there'is no further
need for any human intervention. During the'
presentation slides in the sequence may eabh be
projected for a fixed length of time. Alternatively,
the times for which particular slides are displayed
may be individually specified..

TOle 2 shows a BASIC control program that
enables this type of automated display system to be
set up. It runs on a CorriModore PET microcom-
puter. When it is invoked tlie program requests its
user to enter the number of repeats (R1), the num-
ber of images (S1) to be shown and the default dis-
play duralien (DI). Once this data has been
entefed the user can specify the or=der in which
slides are to be presented and-the duration for
which each is,to be shown - if this does not corres-
pond to the qfault value. This system (Coin-
modore PENKI Kodak S-RA2000 projector) has
been used for a variety of automated demonstra-
tions and advertising applications.

1 ;1)3 e 2

Program for Automatic slide projection

100 DIM T(80), 5(80)
110 POKE 59459,255
120 PRINT "E IAUTOMATED SLIDE PROJECTION"
130 PRINT '
140 INPUT "11HOW MANY REPEATS"; R1
150 INPUT "111-10W MANY IMAGES"; S1
160 INPUT "1DEFAULT DURATION"; D1
170 FOR 1=1 TO 80 : T(I) = D1 : NEXT 1
180 PRINT "IDO YOU WISH TO SPECIFY THE ORDER"
190 PRINT "IN WHICH SLIDES ARE PRESENTED?"
200 PRINT '1 Y OR N"
210 GET AS : IF AS = " " THEN 210
220 IF AS = "Y" OR AS = "N" THEN 240
230 GOTO 210
240 IF AS = "Y" THEN GOTO 270
250 FOR I -= 1 TO S1 : S(1) =I : NEXT 1
260 GOTO 350
no PRINT "11ENTER'THE SLIDE NUMBERS IN THE"
280 PRINT "SEQUENCE YOU WISH THEM TO BE DIS-

PLAYED"
290 FOR I= 1 TO S1
300 PRINT "1--.-.IMAGE"; I; "1"
310 INPUT " 'WILL BE SLIDE"; S(I)
320 POKE 33637,32 : POKE 33638,32
330 PRINT "T";

NEXT I

350 "0 1AUTOMATED SLIDE PROJECTION"
360 PRINT
370 PRINT 'l-...HOW MANY SLIDES DO NOT HAVE THE"

34,0

0 I
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INPUT " --iTEFAULT DISP 'I' TIME"; N
IF N = 0 THEN GOTO 500
PRINT "1 ENTER THE DET ILS BECOVV:"
PRINT "11"
FOR I = 1 TO N
INPUT "--.-,-,4-.4IMAGE NUMBER:"; K1
INPUT ';-- DISPLAY TIME:"; K2 .

T(K11 = K2 --,,

POKE 33230,32 : POKE 33231,32,
POKE 33270,32 : POKE 33271,32 : POKE 33272,32

PRINT "TT";
NEXT I

REM NOW CONVERT ilMES TO JIFFIES
REM AND CHECK FOR INVALID SLIDE NUMBERS
FOR I = 1 TO 51
T(I) = T(1160
IF SW< 0 OR 5(1) > 80 THEN 760
NEXT I
REM NOW COMMENCE OPERATION
PRINT "ElEXECUTION BEGINS"
FOR I = 1 TO R1
FOR J = 1 TO 51
GOSUB 670: REM GET PICTURE
GOSUB 720: REM INVOKE TIMER
NEN- J
NEXT I
NS = 0: GOSUB 690
PRINT "011EXECUTION TERMINATED"
STOP .

REM RETRI VE SLIDE
NS = S(J)
P = INT(N5/10) -
POKE 59471,P
RETURN

REM TIMER ROUTINE
K = TI
IF, TI < K + T(J) THEN 740
RETURN

REM ERROR REPORT AND ABORT
PRINT "E 11 1*INVALID SLIDE NUMBER SPECIFIED"
PRINT "EXECUTION NOT,POSSIBLE"
PRINT ":RUN ABORTED"
STOP

IN-TINS/101'10

5.2. Implementing Graphic Interfaces to In orma-
lion Systems

Another area in which the random access slide pro
jector has been utilised is in the design and imple-

-

mentation of pictorial interfaces to information
retrieval systems. Very often, when laser of a
computer system `wishes to retrieve information
from a data base he/she often knows what is
wanted but is unable to express this requirement in

t
'words' or 'numbers'. tlowever, if the user pre-
sented with a sequence of pictures that describe the
UoD covered, by the data base being interrogAted
then it is possible (thrOugh an appropriate refine-

7t,
ment dialogue) to retrieve the sought after infor,

Mation by means of simple menu selection techni-
ques using a light pen, keyboard device or hand
print terminal [9]. Graphic interfaces to informa-.
ti n systems have been described by Senko [10].tin

onebraker, [111 and others [12, 13]. Unfor-
tunately, each of these implementations requires
the use of expensive interactive' graphics equip-
ment. The microcomputer/slide projectoer techni-
que, in contrast, offers a less expensive alternative
that is useful in many situations that clo not require '
full interactive grahics capability or sophisticated
anit.ation technique's. The remaining paA of this
pap describes the principle undettlyini graphic
interfaces and how theyjnay beimplementeriMa
multi-media- human-machine interaction techni-
ques.

The structured qop-down'<analytic decomposi-
tion of an entity into its component parts is an
often used technique sometimes referred to in
dynamic situations as 'homing in'. It is a well
established method pf tiroceeding in gradual steps

magni-
fied view of a sp cifico part of that object. For
from a general vie a object to arhighly magni-

example, in an anatomy lecture the student might
be presented with a slide showing a general view.of
tlite human body followed by a close-up of the
head. This, in turn; may be followed by a- slide
showing a section of the human eye and then
another depicting the detail of the optic nerve.
Thus, in a series of four slides the student is taken
from a very general view of the human anatomy to
a highly specific view of one of its sub-com-
ponents. This principle and methodology can be
used to significant advantage in the design of pic-
torial interfaces for information retrieval in a wide
variety of contexts including, computer assisted
instruction. The principle is illustrated con-
ceptually in Fig. 6. ,,

This diagram shows several stepwise refinenient
stages in an information retrieval dialogue. The
rectangle on the left, of each. et of diagrams
represents the screen used for t presentation of
images produced by the slide p ojector while that

10
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Projector Screen Com u er Screen
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V
SNeCt pert P.CtUre

0 Ft
0 F2
0 73
0 F4
o F.5
.0 F6
0 Fl

Select. component F4

V
F41

<
F42

F.6
1 Fla. R.3

F5

Select component F43

Vetc.

Select next :Ictune
." 0 F41

0 F42
0 F43
0 F44
0 P4t
0 F46

Vetc.

Fig. 6. Multi-Channel StepwissaRefinement.

.

on the right depicts the co ?responding appearance
of the text displayed on the CRT screen of the

computer terminal or micro-computer. The top-
most level represents the overall scope of the inter-
face (or data base contents) in terms of the sub-
pictures (or scenes) A through G. e ec n of one
of these sib- pictures (concept refinement m y be
made either,via light pen interaction with the om-
puter screen or by means of some form of. key
or hand print terminal. The diagram shows selec-
tion of sub-picture F. A more detailed view of this :

component is now presented in terms of its sub-
components (F1 through F7). Further idteraction
and selection may then take place until the
required information br-ing nodes of, the hier-,
archical access path are encountered. These are
shown as rectangles in the tree structure diagram
presented in Fig. 7. Unfortunately, the storage .

'capability of the slide projector' used in thiS

example seriously lint' ts the, complexity of the
access tree (breadth 41 depth)since only.80 nodes
are available. 1-lowe e this restiction could easily
be *loved by employing extra projectors

,

START

Fl
F4

F3 F5 F6 F7

F41

F43
F42 F44 F45. F46

F431 F432 F433 t. F434 F435

I

Fig.'7..Hierarchical Access Path.

a

according to the method described, in Section 4.
An application of the principles outlined above

has been described by Towne [14], This system
(called AIDE - Atitomated Instruction. Direction
and Exercise) has been used for training radar
technicians. It depends upon random access to 125
images that are stored on 35 mm slides. The data.
base thus contains only enough slides to enable the S.
system to be tested and evalua . A more realistic
data base is likely to contai r out 1000 images of
wily varying degrees of detail. Future,develop-

ents of this system are directed towards in-
creasing the capacity of the data base'and adding a
Colour microfiche capability to enable more com-.

pact image storage. Similar milti,media informa-
tion retrieval systems based upon the use of slides,

icrofiche and stored video images have been des-
ribed by Stabletron [5].

6. Conclpsion

A simple interface to enable the interconnection of
a random access slide projector and microcompu-
ter has been described. The use of the system to
support mild-channel human - computer communi-
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4
cation has been outlined in the context of some
examples chosen from computer assisted instruc-
1.,
tIon,..automlted displaj, system s and infohnation
ret-rievai applications.

The inte)face is easy torn use, inexpensive to-con-
.stiuti. an reliable. Its major limitation lies in the
-illaict.,that it requdes the availability of 8 1/0.port
lines to control'it. This disadvantage could, easily
be overcorrie by using memory, mapping techni-
qqes. Ixto substantial modifications to the".4terface
would be required thisitapproach Was adop

4 :* , -

s.
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